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by Malcolm McElvaney 

Taken 01/01/2022 at Comanche Trail Park, “1/320”, F/9, ISO-100

As pictures go nothing to special but it does show the results possible when looking at 
the photographic tools in a new way. I was inspired by trying to learn more about the 
smart phone's camera and how it works. It is the combination of the best possible 
camera given the very small form factor and hardware to allow faster computational 
processing to apply software solutions that produce those images. The process between 
pressing the button to take the picture and being displayed is an accelerated and complex
set of actions with the added bonus of taking pictures as needed. I finally found the 



keywords that yield interesting material in regards to that hidden process, search for 
“computational photography”. Photo stacking is one of those basic methods and 
something I can at least achieve with my software, so the next step was to get my 
camera to take multiple shots I could stack myself. Solution one is use “burst” mode 
(multiple high speed mode) and get many exposures at the same intervals, useful but not 
in this application. Solution two is to use the bracketing capability on my camera since it
also is multiple shots but introduces shifts in exposures. Bracketing is used in 
photography to capture a higher dynamic range (HDR) so these exposure shifts capture 
the shadows and highlights. I chose solution two and I will show you why.

As the photography notation indicates all the 
images was taken with the aperture of F/9 and 
ISO-100 but the shutter speed of “1/320” is the
equivalent I aimed for via a bracketed set and 
process I break down later. Before I get too far
in lets define what a stop of light actually is.

The amount of light being captured is relative 
so one can allow twice the amount of light 
currently being let in to increase an exposure 
by one stop (x2) or decrease the amount of 
light by half (/2) to decrease the exposure by 
one stop. There are plenty of online resources 

to demystify this further but I still find this aspect of photography somewhat confusing 
myself. In the case of this image I could arbitrarily define my comparison “full” stop to 
be the exposure I got at 1/320, F/9, and ISO-100 for the light I had to work with, it is 
relative after all. Each reduction in stop results in darker images compared to the 
standard set for “1”. 

The bracketed set is based on an exposure for the neutral image you want to capture and 
taking a set number of exposures to overexpose and underexpose by that can capture 
details perhaps lost in the single neutral exposure alone. This is typically used for HDR 
(high dynamic range) as I noted already but I photo stacked them in my own way to add 
up to an exposure neither of them were. I have the math broken down in the illustration 
and if I add up .5 + .25 + .125 I get .875, fractions added up like this never completely 
add up to 1. This is a way of saying I can't achieve the exact exposure but I can get very 
close and that works for me. 

The other factor to consider is I used a tripod to take these images so shake was less of 
an issue; however, if handheld then given even a faster shutter speed alignment issues 
are introduced. It is these imperfections that maybe the goal in the final image produced 
so the technique does have another possible use. 



  
How I created the image

I use Gimp to manipulate my images and work with layers and blending modes 
primarily so my steps shown here will reflect this.

[step1]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal 
@ 100 percent

I actually had three images loaded in as layers but 
reordered them brightness so the overexposed image 
is the first layer, followed by the neutral image and 
underexposed on top.

[step2]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal 
@ 100 percent.
Layer 2 = Neutral image, blend mode=normal @ 100
percent.

In a bracketed set the neutral image is usually the 
exposure you are wanting to capture and have the 
other images help enhance it. 

In this case I went two stops darker on purpose so 
I'm stacking the images in order of brightness.

[step3]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal @ 100 percent.
Layer 2 = Neutral image, blend mode=color erase @ 50 percent.

I changed the blend mode to color erase and set the opacity to 50 percent. Color erase 
seems to be a Gimp related blending mode but I like how it works here. One more step 
to apply here.



[step4]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal @ 100 percent.
Layer 2 = turned off / disabled - after layer 3 created.
Layer 3 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=screen @ 50 percent.

I have to disable layer 2 once I have layer 3 created to allow for this blend as shown. 
Also when manually stacking images the layer order will indicate the percentage of 
opacity to apply, calculated as 1/layer number. 1/1 = 100%, 1/2 = 50%, 1/3 = 33%, etc. 
So for my second image I use 50 percent in both layers.

[step5]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal 
@ 100 percent.
Layer 2 = turned off / disabled – after layer 3 created.
Layer 3 = visible copy of lower layers, blend 
mode=screen @ 50 percent.
Layer 4 = underexposed image, blend mode=normal 
@ 100 percent.

I'm mainly show you this so you can see the last 
image in the bracketed set. I will be changing its 
blend mode in the next step. 

[step6]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal @ 100 percent.
Layer 2 = turned off / disabled – after layer 3 created.
Layer 3 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=screen @ 50 percent.
Layer 4 = underexposed image, blend mode=color erase @ 33 percent.

Like the process applied to the neutral image this is also a two step process.

[step7]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal @ 100 percent.
Layer 2 = turned off / disabled
Layer 3 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=screen @ 50 percent.
Layer 4 = turned off / disabled - after layer 5 created.
Layer 5 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=screen @ 33 percent.

The basic process is completed but I have one more step I applied to create the contrast 
of that image featured.



[step8]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal 
@ 100 percent.
Layers 2, 3, 4, 5 are turn off / disabled – after layer 6 
is created.
Layer 6 = visible copy of lower layers, blend 
mode=difference @ 100 percent.

Layer 6 as shown is a modifier created by taking the 
difference between the combined result and original 
base image. I like to see what data I can extract from 
with the images I took and see what can be done with
that odd looking imagery. I alter the blend mode of 
layer 5 and disable all but the first layer so I can 

create a modifier to create the contrast you see in the final image.

[step9]
Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal @ 100 percent.
Layers 2, 3, 4, 5 are turn off / disabled – after layer 6 is created.
Layer 6 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=difference @ 100 percent. - reset to 
blend mode=normal @ 100 percent after layer 7 created.
Layer 7 =  visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=soft light @ 100 percent.

I still need the the original combined resulted so one more cycle of creating a new 
visible layer was needed. Soft light is one of the more useful blending modes, if you like
how method of creating the final image worked then it would worth looking more these 
blending modes.

Final thoughts

on - Layer 1 = overexposed image, blend mode=normal @ 100 percent
off - Layer 2 = Neutral image, blend mode=color erase @ 50 percent.
off- Layer 3 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=screen @ 50 percent.
off - Layer 4 = underexposed image, blend mode=color erase @ 33 percent.
off -Layer 5 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=screen @ 33 percent.
on - Layer 6 = visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=normal @ 100 percent . 
on - Layer 7 =  visible copy of lower layers, blend mode=soft light @ 100 percent.

While this may seem complex it isn't but the way Gimp works I have found making 
visible copies of the layers below seems to be part of the process as it not quite at the 
Photoshop levels of abilities. Gimp does very well as an alternative to Photoshop though
and the work arounds have become part if my process. Layer 6 and 7 are actually 



producing the image at this stage after being cropped to 4000 x 4742 for presentation 
purposes. You saw the results in the first image in this article and so we come full circle.

I actually shot this bracketed set on a windy day and there is some subtle movement 
between each image; however, the overexposed image froze the scene and stabilizes it 
because only 50 percent of the change in the neutral image, and 33 percent of the change
in the underexposed image can be seen. Maybe a subtle effect at best but there is a tonal 
range coming through and potential to tweak the results manually via layers and blend 
modes a single exposure could not afford. I was actually hoping some blurring / artifacts
would be visible but I like the results.

So the question that comes to mind is can the process be reversed and I overexpose by 
two stops to develop a process to darken down the results to “match” that exposure?  

  
 


